Sketch of Dand Elliot of Scotland to Daniel Elliot of Ulster
Connecting the dots is difficult to do, and there will be some interpolation to put the family through
Ulster. May give concepts to genealogists on where to look. Hope it does not mislead researchers, and
hope researchers do not think the concepts as presented are all conclusive, unless further information is
brought forth.

A British frontier?: lairds and gentlemen in the Eastern Borders, 1540-1603, Vol. 2003, Maureen M. Meikle
(snippet view provided over the internet). Someone may want to research the above snippet further.
It seems like in February 1602, a bond was forced from Dand Elliot of Redheuch (Redheugh) by forcing a bond by taking
one of the sons hostage. Which is indicative that Dand (alias for Andrew) is in financial trouble. It is also felt that Dand put
up lands near Hawick for surety a guarantee on a loan.

Dand Elliot of Redheugh is the likely candidate for migration, since he had to put up his land for surety and one of his sons
was taken for bond if this individual has the opportunity to obtain land it is felt that he would.

It is important to realize, that Robert of Redheugh married a Marion of Marjorie Hamilton.

It is felt that once which may have been a Dand Ellot, became a Dand Elliot of Redheugh then a Daniel Elliot of Tullykelter.
When it said, “They had also demised a term of Tullycalter to Daniel Elliot, and he had not taken the oath of allegiance”.
It seems that he is an government administrator of the land, for a term for Tullycalter (Tullykelter) for the James Somerville
family married to a Hamilton, who settled the land in Ulster (Northern Ireland). It is felt that this Daniel Elliot broke the
way for more of the Ellot Clan to settle in Ulster.
It should be noted that it seems that Daniel Elliot to on a position in the days government without taking the Oath of
Allegiance.

Shows Daniel Elliott as a leaseholder.

The muster rolls are of 1630/1631, James Somervill, had a son named James Somervill, it is felt the one in the muster roll
above to be his son. One each side of him in the muster rolls you have an Ellot (name properly spelled). These would likely
be from Tullykelter an therefore most like sons of Daniel. Daniel may not have named a son Daniel since his name was
Dand (old alias of Andrew). The Ellot listed are Gowan (Gavin/Gawaine), William, Mungo (a Glasgow Saint), William
(again), Robert and a Marke (Mark). Only Armstrong listed is George Armstrong. It is felt that these people came from
around Hawick/Cavers. In the muster which has a lot of Armstrong the group would be most likely south of Redheugh, in
the Newcaster/Mangertown/Copshaw Park region.

Though there may not be any records it is felt that the William next to James in the muster rolls is likely the father to a
Daniel, named after his first son William. William is found in records in the region later on. Families connected to this line
if migrated from Northern Ireland are likely to be connected to Daniel by this William Ellot. William Ellot is a predominate
name of the Elwald/Ellot of Lariston in the Liddesdale region. It is the oldest son which hands down the land to the oldest
son and so on. So it is felt this land in the Monea Castle/Tullykelter region if handed down through a line of Ellot would be
handed down if each line had a surviving son, through a line of William Ellot/Elliot.

We have no evidence to show whether a relationship
existed between Sir John Elliot of Kilcronehan and Daniel of
Tullacoltier, nor can we say positively whether the three Elliots
in the list of attainders were the descendants of either. It seems
probable, however, that they were great grandsons of Daniel Elliot
of Tullacoltier, from the fact that some sixty-five years later than
his time they held property not far removed from his, and that
there does not appear to be record of any other Elliot among the
planters in County Fermanagh.

It seems that Daniel Elliot is felt to be the most likely one of the families of Tullykelter (Tullacoltier) to be the descendant
of the Elliot of Ulster. Since the name William came up, there could likely be a line of Williams.
APPENDIX I.
Elliot Family.'
THIS branch of the old Scottish border family of Elliot appears
to have come over to Ulster at or shortly after the
Plantation. According to old family tradition, the founder was
a cadet of the house of Stobbs, County Roxburgh. We have
several old family papers from which the pedigree is clearly
traceable back to William Elliot ; he married Margaret, sister of
David Cairnes' of Londonderry. His son was also named W'illiam,
and was designated "of Straghan," in the County Fermanagh,
in i689. He appears along with Thomas Elliot of Galoon and
George Elliot of Tully, also in Fermanagh, in the list of Protestant
gentry attainted by King James's Parliament. In the plantation
papers we can only find record of two planters of the name of
Elliot. These are Daniel Elliot, who obtained the lands of Tullacoltier

Also Thomas Elliot of Galoon, George Elliot of Tully, in Fermanagh, Ulster are mentioned.
It indicates the family is of Stobbs. Though it is concurred by the writer that the families are of Stobbs, it is felt some
sorting needs to be done in order to come to any conclusions.

The Conundrum
Though it is felt that Dand Elliot of Redheuch (Redheugh) is the same as Daniel Elliot of Tullykelter.
It is necessary to intercede here;
Been avoiding the sixteenth century for the Robert of Redheuch line and its nearby branches. But realize it will need to be
taken on, and much information will have to be correlated and adjusted. The first time through will not be complete enough.
Things to be considered are The Marches, Traitors of Levan, Goranberry Gang, the Robert Line, the branching William
Line, the Reformation, the name changing from Elwalde to Elwald to Ellot to Elliot of the Robert Line and closely related
lines. How the Doulglas of Cavers fit in, and how do the Hepburns of Bothwell fit, and which land does the family branch
to, and how do the pele towers and the Hermitage fit into the puzzle, along with the first and second laird of Stobbs? And
so on.

Now that is the conundrum the first and second laird of Stobbs, which family is Daniel descended from?
To be of Redheuch would indicate the second laird of Stobbs which had a strong Redheuch connection.
Daniel Elliot is not found to be a sixteenth century Scottish Borders name. It is felt the Daniel is derive from Dand or
Dandie an alias for Andrew, though it is felt that since the Reformation Dandie or Dand was used, because Andrew is of St
Andrew the cross made on the flag of Scotland. The English Elliot came from the Scottish Ellot (meaning “of woods”), by
inserting an “i” into the name. The “lot” in Ellot became archaic of Old English. It is felt a brake off of the Robert of
Redheuch line, a line of Andrew/Dand may be of the first laird of Stobbs, an therefore had greater reason to migrate to
Ulster. Since it is felt that this line may have been from south of the Hermitage near Redheuch, on Douglas of Cavers land.

Of interest but centuries later; John, Mungo, Nenion (Ninian), Walter, Edward, and Thomas Elliot (note single “t”).
Ninian a Scottish Saint, and Mungo a Glasgow Saint. But of interest. Walter felt to be of Sir Walter Scott.
It should be noted, that I want to challenge the reader to find a Walter Ellot/Elliot in the Plantation of Ulster. It should be
noted there is a Mungo Ellot on the muster rolls.
It is felt that the difference between the first and second laird of Stobbs, is like the difference between having a Walter
amongst the Ellot/Elliot and not having a Walter amongst the Ellot/Elliot, so be prepared for any future writings.
Please contact with any questions or comments.
Sincerely,
Mark Elliott
10/25/2010

melliott.nm@gmail.com

